Soap Wings
A Natural Beauty Workshop Project
Materials & Equipment Needed
Paper (Thick paper like construction paper, kraft paper, or card
stock works best)
Scissors
Clear Tape
2 Paperclips
Note: These directions were created to be adjustable to fit soap
bars or containers of various sizes.
Directions
1. Cut your paper into 2 2 inch wide, 11 inch long strips. (The length of the strips can
vary slightly.)
2. Fold each strip in half, and then unfold it. This should make a crease in the center of
the strip. We=ll call this crease ACrease A@.
3. Using Crease A as a guide, center your soap bar on your paper strip.
4. Fold each side of the strip around the soap bar. Make a fold at the point where the two
strips meet. This point should be at the top center of your soap bar. These folds will
make two creases that we=ll call ACrease B@ and ACrease C@. Unfold your paper strip and
set your soap bar aside.
5. Fold your paper strip in half again. Use two paperclips to clip the two sides of your
paper strip together right below Creases B and C. This will hold your paper steady when
you are ready to cut.
6. Choose a Soap Wing template and cut it out. You’ll be using the template as a stencil.
Align the dotted line with Crease B or C and trace the Soap Wing Template onto the
paper strip.
7. Carefully cut your traced line. Be sure to cut inside the line. When the Soap Wing is
finished this is the side that will show.
8. Once you are finished cutting, unfold your paper strip. You should have a wing on
each side of the paper strip. Following the diagram below, cut a slit into each wing. On
one side you will be cutting 1 2 inches down from the top. On the other side, you will be
cutting 1 inch up from the bottom. (See diagram below)
9. Wrap the paper strip around the soap bar. Insert the slits on the two wings into one
another to close the wrapper.
10. To add some lift to your wings, place a piece of tape underneath each wing.

